
COMPETITION SQUAD APPLICATION FORM 

SESSION 2018-19 

AUDITION CLASS: MON 20TH & TUES 21st AUG  

(please enclose £10 audition fee with your application) 

SQUAD TRAINING WILL START 1ST SEPTMEBER AND RUN WEEKLY EVERY 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CAN COMMIT TO THIS BEFORE 

APPLYING 

DANCERS NAME: __________________________  

AGE: ______  

DOB: ______ 

CONTACT EMAIL: _______________________________  

(Parent, please sign to agree to receive squad information via email _________________________________) 

DANCER, TELL ME BRIEFLY WHY YOU’D LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR OUR COMPETITION SQUADS… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL DANCERS AND THEIR PARENTS MUST UNDERSTAND AND SIGN THIS AGREEMENT: 

Please initial each bullet point. 

• Dancers are expected to have very high record of attendance at their dance classes and competition training. 

I expect a certain degree of responsibility to be taken whereby dancers mustn’t just ‘not turn up for class’. 

Holidays should be recorded in advance and dancers should ask for permission for time off. High rate of 

absence could result in losing your place on the squad. 

• Competition squad members are expected to attend M-Pulsive events throughout the year across the 

area. Competitions should be seen as an extension to their experience here in the Borders as opposed to 

being a substitute for local events. 

• Positive attitude and team spirit are a MUST. We must learn to work as a team in training, never leave 

anyone out when socialising at events and be gracious in competition. I expect dancers to be learning from 

watching other dance schools and never to be negative towards other winners/teams. Parents likewise ;-) 

• Competition dancers are expected to own full M-Pulsive uniform as well as team jackets and t-shirts. 

Dancers should always be immaculately turned out when representing the school at events. This includes 

hair done and full make up where required. 

• My ethos in the school is provide opportunity for those who’d like to dance more however it must be 

understood that with constraints on time and resources teams need to go through a selection process and I 

cannot guarantee a position on a team for everyone.  

• Competitions and events will be chosen by Michelle based on what she believes is best for the school as a 

whole. Michelle reserves the right to pull out of any competition or event for any reason. 

 

AGREED AND SIGNED: (dancer)_______________________________  (parent)___________________________ 



KEY DATES FOR SELECTION PROCESS 2018-19 

PRE-APPLICATION MEETING  SAT 9TH JUNE, 12.30 

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS MON 17TH JULY 

AUDITION DATES MON 20TH AUG, TUES 21ST AUG (after applications are in you will be sent your 

audition times) 

FULL SQUAD SELECTION MON 27TH AUG 

FULL SQUAD MEETING SAT 1ST SEPT, 12.30-1.30PM (compulsory for all kids selected AND their parents) 

FULL SQUAD TRAINING 8TH-29TH SEPT (TIMES TBA) 

SQUADS CREATED 5TH OCTOBER 2018 

 

FROM AFTER OCTOBER HOLIDAY SQUADS WILL BE SPLIT AND WILL START THEIR  

CHOREOGRAPHY SESSIONS FOR COMPETITIONS IN JANUARY, MARCH 

AND APRIL (IN THEORY, NO DATES SET AS YET) 

 

TRAINING WILL RUN  

Pre-season: 8TH-29TH SEPT 

Choreography 1: 20TH OCT-8TH DEC 

Choreography 2: 5TH JAN-30TH MARCH (NONE ON 9TH FEB) 

Final Fling: 20TH APRIL-4TH MAY 

 

27 SESSIONS IN TOTAL  

£15/MONTH (payable 8th of each month sept-may) 

I have not included comp fees in this this year to give me more scope. Chosen comps will be invoiced separately. You 

should budget about £100 for 3 comps assuming one high level and a couple low level. 

 

Your fee for competition squad is higher than recreational classes. This is to account for the guest teachers, smaller 

class sizes, more preparation/choreographic time spent on them and coaching out of hours. 

 

OTHER COSTS: 

SPECTATOR TICKETS AT EACH EVENT (COST VARIES) 

TRANSPORT 

COSTUME ITEMS, FOOTWEAR, TIGHTS, UNDERWEAR ETC 

SQUAD JACKET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PRE-APPLICATION INFORMATION 2018 
 

WHAT DOES COMPETITION SQUAD OFFER? 

 

The opportunity to push yourselves further. Experience dance events outside of the school. Be part of a close knit 

team and learn to work and pull together through victory and defeat. 

 

WHY APPLY FOR SQUAD? 

 

If you’re looking for more dance, the opportunity to really dedicate your time to learning, pushing yourselves and 

experiencing the highs and lows of the competitive arena. You’ll see a huge amount of high quality dance and be 

part of exciting events. 

 

HOW I SELECT THE TEAM? 

 

Firstly, teams need to go through a selection process so I can assure that I have a committed group of dancers who 

will stick together, work hard and show dedication for the full competition year. After setting a choreography we 

don’t want to have to adjust stuff based on drop outs etc. 

Selection will be slightly different this year. We are now in our third year of competitions and I as coach am learning 

as I go as well as you guys. I’m just learning about different stuff! 

 

M-Pulsive is an inclusive school and it is important for everyone to remember that. I will NOT be auditioning purely 

based on what you CAN do but I will be looking for potential based on both your audition and classwork. My decision 

on placement is final and should not be questioned under any circumstances. I will happily give feedback but would 

appreciate if my decisions are accepted by all. I am a coach not a dictator and so I know what I expect from someone 

with training. I’m human so often I’m right, sometimes I’m wrong but I’ll always treat a child in a positive light. 

 

DEDICATION, ABILITY, and DETERMINATION will be considered. 

(age also needs to be a factor as competitions are  age based, with this in mind)  

 

Here’s the disclaimer… I cannot decide on age categories until I know who’s applying. I also need to select dancers 

based on what’s best for the school and the teams in general. This may result in older dancers not being re-placed, it 

may result in there being no space for younger dancers. I cannot tell until I have all applications in and I see what’s 

on offer in auditions. 

 

Some older dancers may need to understand that they’ve had their shot but that the next level of competition just 

isn’t right for them. Again, I’ll always make a decision based on what I believe is right and what I am most 

comfortable with. I don’t want anyone to be in a situation out of their depth. 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF MEMBERS 

 

Members of squad must take at least one recreation class alongside competition and older dancers will be expected 

to take two. They will compete in various styles so taking more than one class is preferable. They are expected to be 

committed, friendly and full of team spirit. Determination to succeed and not give up is also important. 

 

Competitive dancers are expected to have very high attendance record and think very carefully about reasons for 

asking for permission to be excused from competition training. If you’d rather socialise on a Saturday afternoon then 

comp squad isn’t for you. 

 

Finally they are expected to look out for one another and really get stuck into the team community. Dancers who gel 

together, perform well together- FACT 

 

 

 

 

 



THE SELECTION PROCESS… 

 

1. APPLICATION FORMS SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 18th JULY (no late applications will be considered) 

2. AUDITIONS ARE ON MON 20th and TUES 21st AUG. These are not optional, all prospective members must 

attend. Times will be issued once applications are in. 

3. After audition classes, dancers may be invited to be on the Competition Squad. There will be no separate 

squads at this stage, no one will have a squad name. You will be informed on Monday 27th Aug 

 

ON Sat 1st Sept there will be a compulsory meeting for all successful dancers AND their parents. 

 

SATUREDAY 8th AUG Pre-Season training begins… 

 

During pre-season training I will be doing tech classes, having guest tutors in and generally testing abilities to 

improve on stuff and watching the work ethic and dedication unfold. After this four week block I will divide the 

squads into whichever variation I see best. At the moment I visualise U10, U12 and U14. But that may change. I need 

to look into what comps are available next year and see what rules they have on age groups etc and also look at who 

works well with who, who complement each other when they dance and various other coachy things! 

 

From after Oct hols they’ll start choreographic classes, preparing their first piece which I aim to compete in January. 

 

WE WILL COMPETE at 2 or 3 events between January and June 2019. At June we will again dismantle the current 

teams and re-audition. This is so that each member stays fully committed, they don’t feel like they need to stay into 

another year and we can allow others the opportunity to tryout. 

 

The competitions that we attend differ annually and Michelle reserves the right to choose events that she feels sit 

well with our school ethos and  

 

EXTRA NOTES: 

 

Holidays Planned? Let me know well in advance 

Other time off? Ask for permission 

 

Respect the professional judgement of myself and any coach you encounter this year. My decision for ALL matters 

regarding comp squad will always be made in a fair, professional manner. I will never favour any particular dancer 

and will take every question, query or decision I need to make as a unique case in order to reach a fair conclusion 

which sits in line with my business and the ethos of the team. 



COMPETITION SQUAD APPLICATION FORM 

SESSION 2018-19 

AUDITION CLASS: MON 20TH & TUES 21st AUG  

(please enclose £10 audition fee with your application) 

SQUAD TRAINING WILL START 1ST SEPTMEBER AND RUN WEEKLY EVERY 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CAN COMMIT TO THIS BEFORE 

APPLYING 

DANCERS NAME: __________________________  

AGE: ______  

DOB: ______ 

CONTACT EMAIL: _______________________________  

(Parent, please sign to agree to receive squad information via email _________________________________) 

DANCER, TELL ME BRIEFLY WHY YOU’D LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR OUR COMPETITION SQUADS… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL DANCERS AND THEIR PARENTS MUST UNDERSTAND AND SIGN THIS AGREEMENT: 

Please initial each bullet point. 

• Dancers are expected to have very high record of attendance at their dance classes and competition training. 

I expect a certain degree of responsibility to be taken whereby dancers mustn’t just ‘not turn up for class’. 

Holidays should be recorded in advance and dancers should ask for permission for time off. High rate of 

absence could result in losing your place on the squad. 

• Competition squad members are expected to attend M-Pulsive events throughout the year across the 

area. Competitions should be seen as an extension to their experience here in the Borders as opposed to 

being a substitute for local events. 

• Positive attitude and team spirit are a MUST. We must learn to work as a team in training, never leave 

anyone out when socialising at events and be gracious in competition. I expect dancers to be learning from 

watching other dance schools and never to be negative towards other winners/teams. Parents likewise ;-) 

• Competition dancers are expected to own full M-Pulsive uniform as well as team jackets and t-shirts. 

Dancers should always be immaculately turned out when representing the school at events. This includes 

hair done and full make up where required. 

• My ethos in the school is provide opportunity for those who’d like to dance more however it must be 

understood that with constraints on time and resources teams need to go through a selection process and I 

cannot guarantee a position on a team for everyone.  

• Competitions and events will be chosen by Michelle based on what she believes is best for the school as a 

whole. Michelle reserves the right to pull out of any competition or event for any reason. 

 

AGREED AND SIGNED: (dancer)_______________________________  (parent)___________________________ 



KEY DATES FOR SELECTION PROCESS 2018-19 

PRE-APPLICATION MEETING  SAT 9TH JUNE, 12.30 

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS MON 17TH JULY 

AUDITION DATES MON 20TH AUG, TUES 21ST AUG (after applications are in you will be sent your 

audition times) 

FULL SQUAD SELECTION MON 27TH AUG 

FULL SQUAD MEETING SAT 1ST SEPT, 12.30-1.30PM (compulsory for all kids selected AND their parents) 

FULL SQUAD TRAINING 8TH-29TH SEPT (TIMES TBA) 

SQUADS CREATED 5TH OCTOBER 2018 

 

FROM AFTER OCTOBER HOLIDAY SQUADS WILL BE SPLIT AND WILL START THEIR  

CHOREOGRAPHY SESSIONS FOR COMPETITIONS IN JANUARY, MARCH 

AND APRIL (IN THEORY, NO DATES SET AS YET) 

 

TRAINING WILL RUN  

Pre-season: 8TH-29TH SEPT 

Choreography 1: 20TH OCT-8TH DEC 

Choreography 2: 5TH JAN-30TH MARCH (NONE ON 9TH FEB) 

Final Fling: 20TH APRIL-4TH MAY 

 

27 SESSIONS IN TOTAL  

£15/MONTH (payable 8th of each month sept-may) 

I have not included comp fees in this this year to give me more scope. Chosen comps will be invoiced separately. You 

should budget about £100 for 3 comps assuming one high level and a couple low level. 

 

Your fee for competition squad is higher than recreational classes. This is to account for the guest teachers, smaller 

class sizes, more preparation/choreographic time spent on them and coaching out of hours. 

 

OTHER COSTS: 

SPECTATOR TICKETS AT EACH EVENT (COST VARIES) 

TRANSPORT 

COSTUME ITEMS, FOOTWEAR, TIGHTS, UNDERWEAR ETC 

SQUAD JACKET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PRE-APPLICATION INFORMATION 2018 
 

WHAT DOES COMPETITION SQUAD OFFER? 

 

The opportunity to push yourselves further. Experience dance events outside of the school. Be part of a close knit 

team and learn to work and pull together through victory and defeat. 

 

WHY APPLY FOR SQUAD? 

 

If you’re looking for more dance, the opportunity to really dedicate your time to learning, pushing yourselves and 

experiencing the highs and lows of the competitive arena. You’ll see a huge amount of high quality dance and be 

part of exciting events. 

 

HOW I SELECT THE TEAM? 

 

Firstly, teams need to go through a selection process so I can assure that I have a committed group of dancers who 

will stick together, work hard and show dedication for the full competition year. After setting a choreography we 

don’t want to have to adjust stuff based on drop outs etc. 

Selection will be slightly different this year. We are now in our third year of competitions and I as coach am learning 

as I go as well as you guys. I’m just learning about different stuff! 

 

M-Pulsive is an inclusive school and it is important for everyone to remember that. I will NOT be auditioning purely 

based on what you CAN do but I will be looking for potential based on both your audition and classwork. My decision 

on placement is final and should not be questioned under any circumstances. I will happily give feedback but would 

appreciate if my decisions are accepted by all. I am a coach not a dictator and so I know what I expect from someone 

with training. I’m human so often I’m right, sometimes I’m wrong but I’ll always treat a child in a positive light. 

 

DEDICATION, ABILITY, and DETERMINATION will be considered. 

(age also needs to be a factor as competitions are  age based, with this in mind)  

 

Here’s the disclaimer… I cannot decide on age categories until I know who’s applying. I also need to select dancers 

based on what’s best for the school and the teams in general. This may result in older dancers not being re-placed, it 

may result in there being no space for younger dancers. I cannot tell until I have all applications in and I see what’s 

on offer in auditions. 

 

Some older dancers may need to understand that they’ve had their shot but that the next level of competition just 

isn’t right for them. Again, I’ll always make a decision based on what I believe is right and what I am most 

comfortable with. I don’t want anyone to be in a situation out of their depth. 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF MEMBERS 

 

Members of squad must take at least one recreation class alongside competition and older dancers will be expected 

to take two. They will compete in various styles so taking more than one class is preferable. They are expected to be 

committed, friendly and full of team spirit. Determination to succeed and not give up is also important. 

 

Competitive dancers are expected to have very high attendance record and think very carefully about reasons for 

asking for permission to be excused from competition training. If you’d rather socialise on a Saturday afternoon then 

comp squad isn’t for you. 

 

Finally they are expected to look out for one another and really get stuck into the team community. Dancers who gel 

together, perform well together- FACT 

 

 

 

 

 



THE SELECTION PROCESS… 

 

1. APPLICATION FORMS SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 18th JULY (no late applications will be considered) 

2. AUDITIONS ARE ON MON 20th and TUES 21st AUG. These are not optional, all prospective members must 

attend. Times will be issued once applications are in. 

3. After audition classes, dancers may be invited to be on the Competition Squad. There will be no separate 

squads at this stage, no one will have a squad name. You will be informed on Monday 27th Aug 

 

ON Sat 1st Sept there will be a compulsory meeting for all successful dancers AND their parents. 

 

SATUREDAY 8th AUG Pre-Season training begins… 

 

During pre-season training I will be doing tech classes, having guest tutors in and generally testing abilities to 

improve on stuff and watching the work ethic and dedication unfold. After this four week block I will divide the 

squads into whichever variation I see best. At the moment I visualise U10, U12 and U14. But that may change. I need 

to look into what comps are available next year and see what rules they have on age groups etc and also look at who 

works well with who, who complement each other when they dance and various other coachy things! 

 

From after Oct hols they’ll start choreographic classes, preparing their first piece which I aim to compete in January. 

 

WE WILL COMPETE at 2 or 3 events between January and June 2019. At June we will again dismantle the current 

teams and re-audition. This is so that each member stays fully committed, they don’t feel like they need to stay into 

another year and we can allow others the opportunity to tryout. 

 

The competitions that we attend differ annually and Michelle reserves the right to choose events that she feels sit 

well with our school ethos and  

 

EXTRA NOTES: 

 

Holidays Planned? Let me know well in advance 

Other time off? Ask for permission 

 

Respect the professional judgement of myself and any coach you encounter this year. My decision for ALL matters 

regarding comp squad will always be made in a fair, professional manner. I will never favour any particular dancer 

and will take every question, query or decision I need to make as a unique case in order to reach a fair conclusion 

which sits in line with my business and the ethos of the team. 



COMPETITION SQUAD APPLICATION FORM 

SESSION 2018-19 

AUDITION CLASS: MON 20TH & TUES 21st AUG  

(please enclose £10 audition fee with your application) 

SQUAD TRAINING WILL START 1ST SEPTMEBER AND RUN WEEKLY EVERY 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CAN COMMIT TO THIS BEFORE 

APPLYING 

DANCERS NAME: __________________________  

AGE: ______  

DOB: ______ 

CONTACT EMAIL: _______________________________  

(Parent, please sign to agree to receive squad information via email _________________________________) 

DANCER, TELL ME BRIEFLY WHY YOU’D LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR OUR COMPETITION SQUADS… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL DANCERS AND THEIR PARENTS MUST UNDERSTAND AND SIGN THIS AGREEMENT: 

Please initial each bullet point. 

• Dancers are expected to have very high record of attendance at their dance classes and competition training. 

I expect a certain degree of responsibility to be taken whereby dancers mustn’t just ‘not turn up for class’. 

Holidays should be recorded in advance and dancers should ask for permission for time off. High rate of 

absence could result in losing your place on the squad. 

• Competition squad members are expected to attend M-Pulsive events throughout the year across the 

area. Competitions should be seen as an extension to their experience here in the Borders as opposed to 

being a substitute for local events. 

• Positive attitude and team spirit are a MUST. We must learn to work as a team in training, never leave 

anyone out when socialising at events and be gracious in competition. I expect dancers to be learning from 

watching other dance schools and never to be negative towards other winners/teams. Parents likewise ;-) 

• Competition dancers are expected to own full M-Pulsive uniform as well as team jackets and t-shirts. 

Dancers should always be immaculately turned out when representing the school at events. This includes 

hair done and full make up where required. 

• My ethos in the school is provide opportunity for those who’d like to dance more however it must be 

understood that with constraints on time and resources teams need to go through a selection process and I 

cannot guarantee a position on a team for everyone.  

• Competitions and events will be chosen by Michelle based on what she believes is best for the school as a 

whole. Michelle reserves the right to pull out of any competition or event for any reason. 

 

AGREED AND SIGNED: (dancer)_______________________________  (parent)___________________________ 



KEY DATES FOR SELECTION PROCESS 2018-19 

PRE-APPLICATION MEETING  SAT 9TH JUNE, 12.30 

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS MON 17TH JULY 

AUDITION DATES MON 20TH AUG, TUES 21ST AUG (after applications are in you will be sent your 

audition times) 

FULL SQUAD SELECTION MON 27TH AUG 

FULL SQUAD MEETING SAT 1ST SEPT, 12.30-1.30PM (compulsory for all kids selected AND their parents) 

FULL SQUAD TRAINING 8TH-29TH SEPT (TIMES TBA) 

SQUADS CREATED 5TH OCTOBER 2018 

 

FROM AFTER OCTOBER HOLIDAY SQUADS WILL BE SPLIT AND WILL START THEIR  

CHOREOGRAPHY SESSIONS FOR COMPETITIONS IN JANUARY, MARCH 

AND APRIL (IN THEORY, NO DATES SET AS YET) 

 

TRAINING WILL RUN  

Pre-season: 8TH-29TH SEPT 

Choreography 1: 20TH OCT-8TH DEC 

Choreography 2: 5TH JAN-30TH MARCH (NONE ON 9TH FEB) 

Final Fling: 20TH APRIL-4TH MAY 

 

27 SESSIONS IN TOTAL  

£15/MONTH (payable 8th of each month sept-may) 

I have not included comp fees in this this year to give me more scope. Chosen comps will be invoiced separately. You 

should budget about £100 for 3 comps assuming one high level and a couple low level. 

 

Your fee for competition squad is higher than recreational classes. This is to account for the guest teachers, smaller 

class sizes, more preparation/choreographic time spent on them and coaching out of hours. 

 

OTHER COSTS: 

SPECTATOR TICKETS AT EACH EVENT (COST VARIES) 
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COSTUME ITEMS, FOOTWEAR, TIGHTS, UNDERWEAR ETC 
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PRE-APPLICATION INFORMATION 2018 
 

WHAT DOES COMPETITION SQUAD OFFER? 

 

The opportunity to push yourselves further. Experience dance events outside of the school. Be part of a close knit 

team and learn to work and pull together through victory and defeat. 

 

WHY APPLY FOR SQUAD? 

 

If you’re looking for more dance, the opportunity to really dedicate your time to learning, pushing yourselves and 

experiencing the highs and lows of the competitive arena. You’ll see a huge amount of high quality dance and be 

part of exciting events. 

 

HOW I SELECT THE TEAM? 

 

Firstly, teams need to go through a selection process so I can assure that I have a committed group of dancers who 

will stick together, work hard and show dedication for the full competition year. After setting a choreography we 

don’t want to have to adjust stuff based on drop outs etc. 

Selection will be slightly different this year. We are now in our third year of competitions and I as coach am learning 

as I go as well as you guys. I’m just learning about different stuff! 

 

M-Pulsive is an inclusive school and it is important for everyone to remember that. I will NOT be auditioning purely 

based on what you CAN do but I will be looking for potential based on both your audition and classwork. My decision 

on placement is final and should not be questioned under any circumstances. I will happily give feedback but would 

appreciate if my decisions are accepted by all. I am a coach not a dictator and so I know what I expect from someone 

with training. I’m human so often I’m right, sometimes I’m wrong but I’ll always treat a child in a positive light. 

 

DEDICATION, ABILITY, and DETERMINATION will be considered. 

(age also needs to be a factor as competitions are  age based, with this in mind)  

 

Here’s the disclaimer… I cannot decide on age categories until I know who’s applying. I also need to select dancers 

based on what’s best for the school and the teams in general. This may result in older dancers not being re-placed, it 

may result in there being no space for younger dancers. I cannot tell until I have all applications in and I see what’s 

on offer in auditions. 

 

Some older dancers may need to understand that they’ve had their shot but that the next level of competition just 

isn’t right for them. Again, I’ll always make a decision based on what I believe is right and what I am most 

comfortable with. I don’t want anyone to be in a situation out of their depth. 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF MEMBERS 

 

Members of squad must take at least one recreation class alongside competition and older dancers will be expected 

to take two. They will compete in various styles so taking more than one class is preferable. They are expected to be 

committed, friendly and full of team spirit. Determination to succeed and not give up is also important. 

 

Competitive dancers are expected to have very high attendance record and think very carefully about reasons for 

asking for permission to be excused from competition training. If you’d rather socialise on a Saturday afternoon then 

comp squad isn’t for you. 

 

Finally they are expected to look out for one another and really get stuck into the team community. Dancers who gel 

together, perform well together- FACT 

 

 

 

 

 



THE SELECTION PROCESS… 

 

1. APPLICATION FORMS SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 18th JULY (no late applications will be considered) 

2. AUDITIONS ARE ON MON 20th and TUES 21st AUG. These are not optional, all prospective members must 

attend. Times will be issued once applications are in. 

3. After audition classes, dancers may be invited to be on the Competition Squad. There will be no separate 

squads at this stage, no one will have a squad name. You will be informed on Monday 27th Aug 

 

ON Sat 1st Sept there will be a compulsory meeting for all successful dancers AND their parents. 

 

SATUREDAY 8th AUG Pre-Season training begins… 

 

During pre-season training I will be doing tech classes, having guest tutors in and generally testing abilities to 

improve on stuff and watching the work ethic and dedication unfold. After this four week block I will divide the 

squads into whichever variation I see best. At the moment I visualise U10, U12 and U14. But that may change. I need 

to look into what comps are available next year and see what rules they have on age groups etc and also look at who 

works well with who, who complement each other when they dance and various other coachy things! 

 

From after Oct hols they’ll start choreographic classes, preparing their first piece which I aim to compete in January. 

 

WE WILL COMPETE at 2 or 3 events between January and June 2019. At June we will again dismantle the current 

teams and re-audition. This is so that each member stays fully committed, they don’t feel like they need to stay into 

another year and we can allow others the opportunity to tryout. 

 

The competitions that we attend differ annually and Michelle reserves the right to choose events that she feels sit 

well with our school ethos and  

 

EXTRA NOTES: 

 

Holidays Planned? Let me know well in advance 

Other time off? Ask for permission 

 

Respect the professional judgement of myself and any coach you encounter this year. My decision for ALL matters 

regarding comp squad will always be made in a fair, professional manner. I will never favour any particular dancer 

and will take every question, query or decision I need to make as a unique case in order to reach a fair conclusion 

which sits in line with my business and the ethos of the team. 



COMPETITION SQUAD APPLICATION FORM 

SESSION 2018-19 

AUDITION CLASS: MON 20TH & TUES 21st AUG  

(please enclose £10 audition fee with your application) 

SQUAD TRAINING WILL START 1ST SEPTMEBER AND RUN WEEKLY EVERY 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CAN COMMIT TO THIS BEFORE 

APPLYING 

DANCERS NAME: __________________________  

AGE: ______  

DOB: ______ 

CONTACT EMAIL: _______________________________  

(Parent, please sign to agree to receive squad information via email _________________________________) 

DANCER, TELL ME BRIEFLY WHY YOU’D LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR OUR COMPETITION SQUADS… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL DANCERS AND THEIR PARENTS MUST UNDERSTAND AND SIGN THIS AGREEMENT: 

Please initial each bullet point. 

• Dancers are expected to have very high record of attendance at their dance classes and competition training. 

I expect a certain degree of responsibility to be taken whereby dancers mustn’t just ‘not turn up for class’. 

Holidays should be recorded in advance and dancers should ask for permission for time off. High rate of 

absence could result in losing your place on the squad. 

• Competition squad members are expected to attend M-Pulsive events throughout the year across the 

area. Competitions should be seen as an extension to their experience here in the Borders as opposed to 

being a substitute for local events. 

• Positive attitude and team spirit are a MUST. We must learn to work as a team in training, never leave 

anyone out when socialising at events and be gracious in competition. I expect dancers to be learning from 

watching other dance schools and never to be negative towards other winners/teams. Parents likewise ;-) 

• Competition dancers are expected to own full M-Pulsive uniform as well as team jackets and t-shirts. 

Dancers should always be immaculately turned out when representing the school at events. This includes 

hair done and full make up where required. 

• My ethos in the school is provide opportunity for those who’d like to dance more however it must be 

understood that with constraints on time and resources teams need to go through a selection process and I 

cannot guarantee a position on a team for everyone.  

• Competitions and events will be chosen by Michelle based on what she believes is best for the school as a 

whole. Michelle reserves the right to pull out of any competition or event for any reason. 

 

AGREED AND SIGNED: (dancer)_______________________________  (parent)___________________________ 



KEY DATES FOR SELECTION PROCESS 2018-19 

PRE-APPLICATION MEETING  SAT 9TH JUNE, 12.30 

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS MON 17TH JULY 

AUDITION DATES MON 20TH AUG, TUES 21ST AUG (after applications are in you will be sent your 

audition times) 

FULL SQUAD SELECTION MON 27TH AUG 

FULL SQUAD MEETING SAT 1ST SEPT, 12.30-1.30PM (compulsory for all kids selected AND their parents) 

FULL SQUAD TRAINING 8TH-29TH SEPT (TIMES TBA) 

SQUADS CREATED 5TH OCTOBER 2018 

 

FROM AFTER OCTOBER HOLIDAY SQUADS WILL BE SPLIT AND WILL START THEIR  

CHOREOGRAPHY SESSIONS FOR COMPETITIONS IN JANUARY, MARCH 

AND APRIL (IN THEORY, NO DATES SET AS YET) 

 

TRAINING WILL RUN  

Pre-season: 8TH-29TH SEPT 

Choreography 1: 20TH OCT-8TH DEC 

Choreography 2: 5TH JAN-30TH MARCH (NONE ON 9TH FEB) 

Final Fling: 20TH APRIL-4TH MAY 

 

27 SESSIONS IN TOTAL  

£15/MONTH (payable 8th of each month sept-may) 

I have not included comp fees in this this year to give me more scope. Chosen comps will be invoiced separately. You 

should budget about £100 for 3 comps assuming one high level and a couple low level. 

 

Your fee for competition squad is higher than recreational classes. This is to account for the guest teachers, smaller 

class sizes, more preparation/choreographic time spent on them and coaching out of hours. 

 

OTHER COSTS: 

SPECTATOR TICKETS AT EACH EVENT (COST VARIES) 

TRANSPORT 

COSTUME ITEMS, FOOTWEAR, TIGHTS, UNDERWEAR ETC 

SQUAD JACKET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PRE-APPLICATION INFORMATION 2018 
 

WHAT DOES COMPETITION SQUAD OFFER? 

 

The opportunity to push yourselves further. Experience dance events outside of the school. Be part of a close knit 

team and learn to work and pull together through victory and defeat. 

 

WHY APPLY FOR SQUAD? 

 

If you’re looking for more dance, the opportunity to really dedicate your time to learning, pushing yourselves and 

experiencing the highs and lows of the competitive arena. You’ll see a huge amount of high quality dance and be 

part of exciting events. 

 

HOW I SELECT THE TEAM? 

 

Firstly, teams need to go through a selection process so I can assure that I have a committed group of dancers who 

will stick together, work hard and show dedication for the full competition year. After setting a choreography we 

don’t want to have to adjust stuff based on drop outs etc. 

Selection will be slightly different this year. We are now in our third year of competitions and I as coach am learning 

as I go as well as you guys. I’m just learning about different stuff! 

 

M-Pulsive is an inclusive school and it is important for everyone to remember that. I will NOT be auditioning purely 

based on what you CAN do but I will be looking for potential based on both your audition and classwork. My decision 

on placement is final and should not be questioned under any circumstances. I will happily give feedback but would 

appreciate if my decisions are accepted by all. I am a coach not a dictator and so I know what I expect from someone 

with training. I’m human so often I’m right, sometimes I’m wrong but I’ll always treat a child in a positive light. 

 

DEDICATION, ABILITY, and DETERMINATION will be considered. 

(age also needs to be a factor as competitions are  age based, with this in mind)  

 

Here’s the disclaimer… I cannot decide on age categories until I know who’s applying. I also need to select dancers 

based on what’s best for the school and the teams in general. This may result in older dancers not being re-placed, it 

may result in there being no space for younger dancers. I cannot tell until I have all applications in and I see what’s 

on offer in auditions. 

 

Some older dancers may need to understand that they’ve had their shot but that the next level of competition just 

isn’t right for them. Again, I’ll always make a decision based on what I believe is right and what I am most 

comfortable with. I don’t want anyone to be in a situation out of their depth. 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF MEMBERS 

 

Members of squad must take at least one recreation class alongside competition and older dancers will be expected 

to take two. They will compete in various styles so taking more than one class is preferable. They are expected to be 

committed, friendly and full of team spirit. Determination to succeed and not give up is also important. 

 

Competitive dancers are expected to have very high attendance record and think very carefully about reasons for 

asking for permission to be excused from competition training. If you’d rather socialise on a Saturday afternoon then 

comp squad isn’t for you. 

 

Finally they are expected to look out for one another and really get stuck into the team community. Dancers who gel 

together, perform well together- FACT 

 

 

 

 

 



THE SELECTION PROCESS… 

 

1. APPLICATION FORMS SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 18th JULY (no late applications will be considered) 

2. AUDITIONS ARE ON MON 20th and TUES 21st AUG. These are not optional, all prospective members must 

attend. Times will be issued once applications are in. 

3. After audition classes, dancers may be invited to be on the Competition Squad. There will be no separate 

squads at this stage, no one will have a squad name. You will be informed on Monday 27th Aug 

 

ON Sat 1st Sept there will be a compulsory meeting for all successful dancers AND their parents. 

 

SATUREDAY 8th AUG Pre-Season training begins… 

 

During pre-season training I will be doing tech classes, having guest tutors in and generally testing abilities to 

improve on stuff and watching the work ethic and dedication unfold. After this four week block I will divide the 

squads into whichever variation I see best. At the moment I visualise U10, U12 and U14. But that may change. I need 

to look into what comps are available next year and see what rules they have on age groups etc and also look at who 

works well with who, who complement each other when they dance and various other coachy things! 

 

From after Oct hols they’ll start choreographic classes, preparing their first piece which I aim to compete in January. 

 

WE WILL COMPETE at 2 or 3 events between January and June 2019. At June we will again dismantle the current 

teams and re-audition. This is so that each member stays fully committed, they don’t feel like they need to stay into 

another year and we can allow others the opportunity to tryout. 

 

The competitions that we attend differ annually and Michelle reserves the right to choose events that she feels sit 

well with our school ethos and  

 

EXTRA NOTES: 

 

Holidays Planned? Let me know well in advance 

Other time off? Ask for permission 

 

Respect the professional judgement of myself and any coach you encounter this year. My decision for ALL matters 

regarding comp squad will always be made in a fair, professional manner. I will never favour any particular dancer 

and will take every question, query or decision I need to make as a unique case in order to reach a fair conclusion 

which sits in line with my business and the ethos of the team. 



COMPETITION SQUAD APPLICATION FORM 

SESSION 2018-19 

AUDITION CLASS: MON 20TH & TUES 21st AUG  

(please enclose £10 audition fee with your application) 

SQUAD TRAINING WILL START 1ST SEPTMEBER AND RUN WEEKLY EVERY 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CAN COMMIT TO THIS BEFORE 

APPLYING 

DANCERS NAME: __________________________  

AGE: ______  

DOB: ______ 

CONTACT EMAIL: _______________________________  

(Parent, please sign to agree to receive squad information via email _________________________________) 

DANCER, TELL ME BRIEFLY WHY YOU’D LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR OUR COMPETITION SQUADS… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL DANCERS AND THEIR PARENTS MUST UNDERSTAND AND SIGN THIS AGREEMENT: 

Please initial each bullet point. 

• Dancers are expected to have very high record of attendance at their dance classes and competition training. 

I expect a certain degree of responsibility to be taken whereby dancers mustn’t just ‘not turn up for class’. 

Holidays should be recorded in advance and dancers should ask for permission for time off. High rate of 

absence could result in losing your place on the squad. 

• Competition squad members are expected to attend M-Pulsive events throughout the year across the 

area. Competitions should be seen as an extension to their experience here in the Borders as opposed to 

being a substitute for local events. 

• Positive attitude and team spirit are a MUST. We must learn to work as a team in training, never leave 

anyone out when socialising at events and be gracious in competition. I expect dancers to be learning from 

watching other dance schools and never to be negative towards other winners/teams. Parents likewise ;-) 

• Competition dancers are expected to own full M-Pulsive uniform as well as team jackets and t-shirts. 

Dancers should always be immaculately turned out when representing the school at events. This includes 

hair done and full make up where required. 

• My ethos in the school is provide opportunity for those who’d like to dance more however it must be 

understood that with constraints on time and resources teams need to go through a selection process and I 

cannot guarantee a position on a team for everyone.  

• Competitions and events will be chosen by Michelle based on what she believes is best for the school as a 

whole. Michelle reserves the right to pull out of any competition or event for any reason. 
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If you’re looking for more dance, the opportunity to really dedicate your time to learning, pushing yourselves and 

experiencing the highs and lows of the competitive arena. You’ll see a huge amount of high quality dance and be 

part of exciting events. 

 

HOW I SELECT THE TEAM? 

 

Firstly, teams need to go through a selection process so I can assure that I have a committed group of dancers who 

will stick together, work hard and show dedication for the full competition year. After setting a choreography we 

don’t want to have to adjust stuff based on drop outs etc. 

Selection will be slightly different this year. We are now in our third year of competitions and I as coach am learning 

as I go as well as you guys. I’m just learning about different stuff! 

 

M-Pulsive is an inclusive school and it is important for everyone to remember that. I will NOT be auditioning purely 

based on what you CAN do but I will be looking for potential based on both your audition and classwork. My decision 

on placement is final and should not be questioned under any circumstances. I will happily give feedback but would 

appreciate if my decisions are accepted by all. I am a coach not a dictator and so I know what I expect from someone 

with training. I’m human so often I’m right, sometimes I’m wrong but I’ll always treat a child in a positive light. 

 

DEDICATION, ABILITY, and DETERMINATION will be considered. 

(age also needs to be a factor as competitions are  age based, with this in mind)  

 

Here’s the disclaimer… I cannot decide on age categories until I know who’s applying. I also need to select dancers 

based on what’s best for the school and the teams in general. This may result in older dancers not being re-placed, it 

may result in there being no space for younger dancers. I cannot tell until I have all applications in and I see what’s 

on offer in auditions. 

 

Some older dancers may need to understand that they’ve had their shot but that the next level of competition just 

isn’t right for them. Again, I’ll always make a decision based on what I believe is right and what I am most 

comfortable with. I don’t want anyone to be in a situation out of their depth. 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF MEMBERS 

 

Members of squad must take at least one recreation class alongside competition and older dancers will be expected 

to take two. They will compete in various styles so taking more than one class is preferable. They are expected to be 

committed, friendly and full of team spirit. Determination to succeed and not give up is also important. 

 

Competitive dancers are expected to have very high attendance record and think very carefully about reasons for 

asking for permission to be excused from competition training. If you’d rather socialise on a Saturday afternoon then 

comp squad isn’t for you. 

 

Finally they are expected to look out for one another and really get stuck into the team community. Dancers who gel 

together, perform well together- FACT 
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2. AUDITIONS ARE ON MON 20th and TUES 21st AUG. These are not optional, all prospective members must 

attend. Times will be issued once applications are in. 

3. After audition classes, dancers may be invited to be on the Competition Squad. There will be no separate 

squads at this stage, no one will have a squad name. You will be informed on Monday 27th Aug 

 

ON Sat 1st Sept there will be a compulsory meeting for all successful dancers AND their parents. 

 

SATUREDAY 8th AUG Pre-Season training begins… 

 

During pre-season training I will be doing tech classes, having guest tutors in and generally testing abilities to 

improve on stuff and watching the work ethic and dedication unfold. After this four week block I will divide the 

squads into whichever variation I see best. At the moment I visualise U10, U12 and U14. But that may change. I need 

to look into what comps are available next year and see what rules they have on age groups etc and also look at who 

works well with who, who complement each other when they dance and various other coachy things! 

 

From after Oct hols they’ll start choreographic classes, preparing their first piece which I aim to compete in January. 

 

WE WILL COMPETE at 2 or 3 events between January and June 2019. At June we will again dismantle the current 

teams and re-audition. This is so that each member stays fully committed, they don’t feel like they need to stay into 

another year and we can allow others the opportunity to tryout. 

 

The competitions that we attend differ annually and Michelle reserves the right to choose events that she feels sit 

well with our school ethos and  

 

EXTRA NOTES: 

 

Holidays Planned? Let me know well in advance 

Other time off? Ask for permission 

 

Respect the professional judgement of myself and any coach you encounter this year. My decision for ALL matters 

regarding comp squad will always be made in a fair, professional manner. I will never favour any particular dancer 

and will take every question, query or decision I need to make as a unique case in order to reach a fair conclusion 

which sits in line with my business and the ethos of the team. 



COMPETITION SQUAD APPLICATION FORM 

SESSION 2018-19 

AUDITION CLASS: MON 20TH & TUES 21st AUG  

(please enclose £10 audition fee with your application) 

SQUAD TRAINING WILL START 1ST SEPTMEBER AND RUN WEEKLY EVERY 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CAN COMMIT TO THIS BEFORE 
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DANCERS NAME: __________________________  

AGE: ______  

DOB: ______ 

CONTACT EMAIL: _______________________________  

(Parent, please sign to agree to receive squad information via email _________________________________) 

DANCER, TELL ME BRIEFLY WHY YOU’D LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR OUR COMPETITION SQUADS… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL DANCERS AND THEIR PARENTS MUST UNDERSTAND AND SIGN THIS AGREEMENT: 

Please initial each bullet point. 

• Dancers are expected to have very high record of attendance at their dance classes and competition training. 

I expect a certain degree of responsibility to be taken whereby dancers mustn’t just ‘not turn up for class’. 

Holidays should be recorded in advance and dancers should ask for permission for time off. High rate of 

absence could result in losing your place on the squad. 

• Competition squad members are expected to attend M-Pulsive events throughout the year across the 

area. Competitions should be seen as an extension to their experience here in the Borders as opposed to 

being a substitute for local events. 

• Positive attitude and team spirit are a MUST. We must learn to work as a team in training, never leave 

anyone out when socialising at events and be gracious in competition. I expect dancers to be learning from 

watching other dance schools and never to be negative towards other winners/teams. Parents likewise ;-) 

• Competition dancers are expected to own full M-Pulsive uniform as well as team jackets and t-shirts. 

Dancers should always be immaculately turned out when representing the school at events. This includes 

hair done and full make up where required. 

• My ethos in the school is provide opportunity for those who’d like to dance more however it must be 

understood that with constraints on time and resources teams need to go through a selection process and I 

cannot guarantee a position on a team for everyone.  

• Competitions and events will be chosen by Michelle based on what she believes is best for the school as a 

whole. Michelle reserves the right to pull out of any competition or event for any reason. 

 

AGREED AND SIGNED: (dancer)_______________________________  (parent)___________________________ 
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TRAINING WILL RUN  

Pre-season: 8TH-29TH SEPT 

Choreography 1: 20TH OCT-8TH DEC 

Choreography 2: 5TH JAN-30TH MARCH (NONE ON 9TH FEB) 

Final Fling: 20TH APRIL-4TH MAY 

 

27 SESSIONS IN TOTAL  

£15/MONTH (payable 8th of each month sept-may) 

I have not included comp fees in this this year to give me more scope. Chosen comps will be invoiced separately. You 

should budget about £100 for 3 comps assuming one high level and a couple low level. 

 

Your fee for competition squad is higher than recreational classes. This is to account for the guest teachers, smaller 

class sizes, more preparation/choreographic time spent on them and coaching out of hours. 
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WHAT DOES COMPETITION SQUAD OFFER? 

 

The opportunity to push yourselves further. Experience dance events outside of the school. Be part of a close knit 

team and learn to work and pull together through victory and defeat. 

 

WHY APPLY FOR SQUAD? 

 

If you’re looking for more dance, the opportunity to really dedicate your time to learning, pushing yourselves and 

experiencing the highs and lows of the competitive arena. You’ll see a huge amount of high quality dance and be 

part of exciting events. 

 

HOW I SELECT THE TEAM? 

 

Firstly, teams need to go through a selection process so I can assure that I have a committed group of dancers who 

will stick together, work hard and show dedication for the full competition year. After setting a choreography we 

don’t want to have to adjust stuff based on drop outs etc. 

Selection will be slightly different this year. We are now in our third year of competitions and I as coach am learning 

as I go as well as you guys. I’m just learning about different stuff! 

 

M-Pulsive is an inclusive school and it is important for everyone to remember that. I will NOT be auditioning purely 

based on what you CAN do but I will be looking for potential based on both your audition and classwork. My decision 

on placement is final and should not be questioned under any circumstances. I will happily give feedback but would 

appreciate if my decisions are accepted by all. I am a coach not a dictator and so I know what I expect from someone 

with training. I’m human so often I’m right, sometimes I’m wrong but I’ll always treat a child in a positive light. 

 

DEDICATION, ABILITY, and DETERMINATION will be considered. 

(age also needs to be a factor as competitions are  age based, with this in mind)  

 

Here’s the disclaimer… I cannot decide on age categories until I know who’s applying. I also need to select dancers 

based on what’s best for the school and the teams in general. This may result in older dancers not being re-placed, it 

may result in there being no space for younger dancers. I cannot tell until I have all applications in and I see what’s 

on offer in auditions. 

 

Some older dancers may need to understand that they’ve had their shot but that the next level of competition just 

isn’t right for them. Again, I’ll always make a decision based on what I believe is right and what I am most 

comfortable with. I don’t want anyone to be in a situation out of their depth. 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF MEMBERS 

 

Members of squad must take at least one recreation class alongside competition and older dancers will be expected 

to take two. They will compete in various styles so taking more than one class is preferable. They are expected to be 

committed, friendly and full of team spirit. Determination to succeed and not give up is also important. 

 

Competitive dancers are expected to have very high attendance record and think very carefully about reasons for 

asking for permission to be excused from competition training. If you’d rather socialise on a Saturday afternoon then 

comp squad isn’t for you. 

 

Finally they are expected to look out for one another and really get stuck into the team community. Dancers who gel 

together, perform well together- FACT 
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2. AUDITIONS ARE ON MON 20th and TUES 21st AUG. These are not optional, all prospective members must 

attend. Times will be issued once applications are in. 

3. After audition classes, dancers may be invited to be on the Competition Squad. There will be no separate 

squads at this stage, no one will have a squad name. You will be informed on Monday 27th Aug 

 

ON Sat 1st Sept there will be a compulsory meeting for all successful dancers AND their parents. 

 

SATUREDAY 8th AUG Pre-Season training begins… 

 

During pre-season training I will be doing tech classes, having guest tutors in and generally testing abilities to 

improve on stuff and watching the work ethic and dedication unfold. After this four week block I will divide the 

squads into whichever variation I see best. At the moment I visualise U10, U12 and U14. But that may change. I need 

to look into what comps are available next year and see what rules they have on age groups etc and also look at who 

works well with who, who complement each other when they dance and various other coachy things! 
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another year and we can allow others the opportunity to tryout. 
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Holidays Planned? Let me know well in advance 

Other time off? Ask for permission 

 

Respect the professional judgement of myself and any coach you encounter this year. My decision for ALL matters 

regarding comp squad will always be made in a fair, professional manner. I will never favour any particular dancer 

and will take every question, query or decision I need to make as a unique case in order to reach a fair conclusion 
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PRE-APPLICATION INFORMATION 2018 
 

WHAT DOES COMPETITION SQUAD OFFER? 

 

The opportunity to push yourselves further. Experience dance events outside of the school. Be part of a close knit 

team and learn to work and pull together through victory and defeat. 

 

WHY APPLY FOR SQUAD? 

 

If you’re looking for more dance, the opportunity to really dedicate your time to learning, pushing yourselves and 

experiencing the highs and lows of the competitive arena. You’ll see a huge amount of high quality dance and be 

part of exciting events. 

 

HOW I SELECT THE TEAM? 

 

Firstly, teams need to go through a selection process so I can assure that I have a committed group of dancers who 

will stick together, work hard and show dedication for the full competition year. After setting a choreography we 

don’t want to have to adjust stuff based on drop outs etc. 

Selection will be slightly different this year. We are now in our third year of competitions and I as coach am learning 

as I go as well as you guys. I’m just learning about different stuff! 

 

M-Pulsive is an inclusive school and it is important for everyone to remember that. I will NOT be auditioning purely 

based on what you CAN do but I will be looking for potential based on both your audition and classwork. My decision 

on placement is final and should not be questioned under any circumstances. I will happily give feedback but would 

appreciate if my decisions are accepted by all. I am a coach not a dictator and so I know what I expect from someone 

with training. I’m human so often I’m right, sometimes I’m wrong but I’ll always treat a child in a positive light. 

 

DEDICATION, ABILITY, and DETERMINATION will be considered. 

(age also needs to be a factor as competitions are  age based, with this in mind)  

 

Here’s the disclaimer… I cannot decide on age categories until I know who’s applying. I also need to select dancers 

based on what’s best for the school and the teams in general. This may result in older dancers not being re-placed, it 

may result in there being no space for younger dancers. I cannot tell until I have all applications in and I see what’s 

on offer in auditions. 

 

Some older dancers may need to understand that they’ve had their shot but that the next level of competition just 

isn’t right for them. Again, I’ll always make a decision based on what I believe is right and what I am most 

comfortable with. I don’t want anyone to be in a situation out of their depth. 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF MEMBERS 

 

Members of squad must take at least one recreation class alongside competition and older dancers will be expected 

to take two. They will compete in various styles so taking more than one class is preferable. They are expected to be 

committed, friendly and full of team spirit. Determination to succeed and not give up is also important. 

 

Competitive dancers are expected to have very high attendance record and think very carefully about reasons for 

asking for permission to be excused from competition training. If you’d rather socialise on a Saturday afternoon then 

comp squad isn’t for you. 

 

Finally they are expected to look out for one another and really get stuck into the team community. Dancers who gel 

together, perform well together- FACT 

 

 

 

 

 



THE SELECTION PROCESS… 

 

1. APPLICATION FORMS SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 18th JULY (no late applications will be considered) 

2. AUDITIONS ARE ON MON 20th and TUES 21st AUG. These are not optional, all prospective members must 

attend. Times will be issued once applications are in. 

3. After audition classes, dancers may be invited to be on the Competition Squad. There will be no separate 

squads at this stage, no one will have a squad name. You will be informed on Monday 27th Aug 

 

ON Sat 1st Sept there will be a compulsory meeting for all successful dancers AND their parents. 

 

SATUREDAY 8th AUG Pre-Season training begins… 

 

During pre-season training I will be doing tech classes, having guest tutors in and generally testing abilities to 

improve on stuff and watching the work ethic and dedication unfold. After this four week block I will divide the 

squads into whichever variation I see best. At the moment I visualise U10, U12 and U14. But that may change. I need 

to look into what comps are available next year and see what rules they have on age groups etc and also look at who 

works well with who, who complement each other when they dance and various other coachy things! 

 

From after Oct hols they’ll start choreographic classes, preparing their first piece which I aim to compete in January. 

 

WE WILL COMPETE at 2 or 3 events between January and June 2019. At June we will again dismantle the current 

teams and re-audition. This is so that each member stays fully committed, they don’t feel like they need to stay into 

another year and we can allow others the opportunity to tryout. 

 

The competitions that we attend differ annually and Michelle reserves the right to choose events that she feels sit 

well with our school ethos and  

 

EXTRA NOTES: 

 

Holidays Planned? Let me know well in advance 

Other time off? Ask for permission 

 

Respect the professional judgement of myself and any coach you encounter this year. My decision for ALL matters 

regarding comp squad will always be made in a fair, professional manner. I will never favour any particular dancer 

and will take every question, query or decision I need to make as a unique case in order to reach a fair conclusion 

which sits in line with my business and the ethos of the team. 



COMPETITION SQUAD APPLICATION FORM 

SESSION 2018-19 

AUDITION CLASS: MON 20TH & TUES 21st AUG  

(please enclose £10 audition fee with your application) 

SQUAD TRAINING WILL START 1ST SEPTMEBER AND RUN WEEKLY EVERY 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CAN COMMIT TO THIS BEFORE 

APPLYING 

DANCERS NAME: __________________________  

AGE: ______  

DOB: ______ 

CONTACT EMAIL: _______________________________  

(Parent, please sign to agree to receive squad information via email _________________________________) 

DANCER, TELL ME BRIEFLY WHY YOU’D LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR OUR COMPETITION SQUADS… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL DANCERS AND THEIR PARENTS MUST UNDERSTAND AND SIGN THIS AGREEMENT: 

Please initial each bullet point. 

• Dancers are expected to have very high record of attendance at their dance classes and competition training. 

I expect a certain degree of responsibility to be taken whereby dancers mustn’t just ‘not turn up for class’. 

Holidays should be recorded in advance and dancers should ask for permission for time off. High rate of 

absence could result in losing your place on the squad. 

• Competition squad members are expected to attend M-Pulsive events throughout the year across the 

area. Competitions should be seen as an extension to their experience here in the Borders as opposed to 

being a substitute for local events. 

• Positive attitude and team spirit are a MUST. We must learn to work as a team in training, never leave 

anyone out when socialising at events and be gracious in competition. I expect dancers to be learning from 

watching other dance schools and never to be negative towards other winners/teams. Parents likewise ;-) 

• Competition dancers are expected to own full M-Pulsive uniform as well as team jackets and t-shirts. 

Dancers should always be immaculately turned out when representing the school at events. This includes 

hair done and full make up where required. 

• My ethos in the school is provide opportunity for those who’d like to dance more however it must be 

understood that with constraints on time and resources teams need to go through a selection process and I 

cannot guarantee a position on a team for everyone.  

• Competitions and events will be chosen by Michelle based on what she believes is best for the school as a 

whole. Michelle reserves the right to pull out of any competition or event for any reason. 

 

AGREED AND SIGNED: (dancer)_______________________________  (parent)___________________________ 



KEY DATES FOR SELECTION PROCESS 2018-19 

PRE-APPLICATION MEETING  SAT 9TH JUNE, 12.30 

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS MON 17TH JULY 

AUDITION DATES MON 20TH AUG, TUES 21ST AUG (after applications are in you will be sent your 

audition times) 

FULL SQUAD SELECTION MON 27TH AUG 

FULL SQUAD MEETING SAT 1ST SEPT, 12.30-1.30PM (compulsory for all kids selected AND their parents) 

FULL SQUAD TRAINING 8TH-29TH SEPT (TIMES TBA) 

SQUADS CREATED 5TH OCTOBER 2018 

 

FROM AFTER OCTOBER HOLIDAY SQUADS WILL BE SPLIT AND WILL START THEIR  

CHOREOGRAPHY SESSIONS FOR COMPETITIONS IN JANUARY, MARCH 

AND APRIL (IN THEORY, NO DATES SET AS YET) 

 

TRAINING WILL RUN  

Pre-season: 8TH-29TH SEPT 

Choreography 1: 20TH OCT-8TH DEC 

Choreography 2: 5TH JAN-30TH MARCH (NONE ON 9TH FEB) 

Final Fling: 20TH APRIL-4TH MAY 

 

27 SESSIONS IN TOTAL  

£15/MONTH (payable 8th of each month sept-may) 

I have not included comp fees in this this year to give me more scope. Chosen comps will be invoiced separately. You 

should budget about £100 for 3 comps assuming one high level and a couple low level. 

 

Your fee for competition squad is higher than recreational classes. This is to account for the guest teachers, smaller 

class sizes, more preparation/choreographic time spent on them and coaching out of hours. 

 

OTHER COSTS: 

SPECTATOR TICKETS AT EACH EVENT (COST VARIES) 

TRANSPORT 

COSTUME ITEMS, FOOTWEAR, TIGHTS, UNDERWEAR ETC 

SQUAD JACKET 
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The opportunity to push yourselves further. Experience dance events outside of the school. Be part of a close knit 

team and learn to work and pull together through victory and defeat. 

 

WHY APPLY FOR SQUAD? 

 

If you’re looking for more dance, the opportunity to really dedicate your time to learning, pushing yourselves and 

experiencing the highs and lows of the competitive arena. You’ll see a huge amount of high quality dance and be 

part of exciting events. 

 

HOW I SELECT THE TEAM? 

 

Firstly, teams need to go through a selection process so I can assure that I have a committed group of dancers who 

will stick together, work hard and show dedication for the full competition year. After setting a choreography we 

don’t want to have to adjust stuff based on drop outs etc. 

Selection will be slightly different this year. We are now in our third year of competitions and I as coach am learning 

as I go as well as you guys. I’m just learning about different stuff! 

 

M-Pulsive is an inclusive school and it is important for everyone to remember that. I will NOT be auditioning purely 

based on what you CAN do but I will be looking for potential based on both your audition and classwork. My decision 

on placement is final and should not be questioned under any circumstances. I will happily give feedback but would 

appreciate if my decisions are accepted by all. I am a coach not a dictator and so I know what I expect from someone 

with training. I’m human so often I’m right, sometimes I’m wrong but I’ll always treat a child in a positive light. 

 

DEDICATION, ABILITY, and DETERMINATION will be considered. 

(age also needs to be a factor as competitions are  age based, with this in mind)  

 

Here’s the disclaimer… I cannot decide on age categories until I know who’s applying. I also need to select dancers 

based on what’s best for the school and the teams in general. This may result in older dancers not being re-placed, it 

may result in there being no space for younger dancers. I cannot tell until I have all applications in and I see what’s 

on offer in auditions. 

 

Some older dancers may need to understand that they’ve had their shot but that the next level of competition just 

isn’t right for them. Again, I’ll always make a decision based on what I believe is right and what I am most 

comfortable with. I don’t want anyone to be in a situation out of their depth. 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF MEMBERS 

 

Members of squad must take at least one recreation class alongside competition and older dancers will be expected 

to take two. They will compete in various styles so taking more than one class is preferable. They are expected to be 

committed, friendly and full of team spirit. Determination to succeed and not give up is also important. 

 

Competitive dancers are expected to have very high attendance record and think very carefully about reasons for 

asking for permission to be excused from competition training. If you’d rather socialise on a Saturday afternoon then 

comp squad isn’t for you. 

 

Finally they are expected to look out for one another and really get stuck into the team community. Dancers who gel 

together, perform well together- FACT 

 

 

 

 

 



THE SELECTION PROCESS… 

 

1. APPLICATION FORMS SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 18th JULY (no late applications will be considered) 

2. AUDITIONS ARE ON MON 20th and TUES 21st AUG. These are not optional, all prospective members must 

attend. Times will be issued once applications are in. 

3. After audition classes, dancers may be invited to be on the Competition Squad. There will be no separate 

squads at this stage, no one will have a squad name. You will be informed on Monday 27th Aug 

 

ON Sat 1st Sept there will be a compulsory meeting for all successful dancers AND their parents. 

 

SATUREDAY 8th AUG Pre-Season training begins… 

 

During pre-season training I will be doing tech classes, having guest tutors in and generally testing abilities to 

improve on stuff and watching the work ethic and dedication unfold. After this four week block I will divide the 

squads into whichever variation I see best. At the moment I visualise U10, U12 and U14. But that may change. I need 

to look into what comps are available next year and see what rules they have on age groups etc and also look at who 

works well with who, who complement each other when they dance and various other coachy things! 

 

From after Oct hols they’ll start choreographic classes, preparing their first piece which I aim to compete in January. 

 

WE WILL COMPETE at 2 or 3 events between January and June 2019. At June we will again dismantle the current 

teams and re-audition. This is so that each member stays fully committed, they don’t feel like they need to stay into 

another year and we can allow others the opportunity to tryout. 

 

The competitions that we attend differ annually and Michelle reserves the right to choose events that she feels sit 

well with our school ethos and  

 

EXTRA NOTES: 

 

Holidays Planned? Let me know well in advance 

Other time off? Ask for permission 

 

Respect the professional judgement of myself and any coach you encounter this year. My decision for ALL matters 

regarding comp squad will always be made in a fair, professional manner. I will never favour any particular dancer 

and will take every question, query or decision I need to make as a unique case in order to reach a fair conclusion 

which sits in line with my business and the ethos of the team. 
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AUDITION CLASS: MON 20TH & TUES 21st AUG  

(please enclose £10 audition fee with your application) 

SQUAD TRAINING WILL START 1ST SEPTMEBER AND RUN WEEKLY EVERY 

SATURDAY AFTERNOON. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU CAN COMMIT TO THIS BEFORE 

APPLYING 

DANCERS NAME: __________________________  

AGE: ______  

DOB: ______ 

CONTACT EMAIL: _______________________________  

(Parent, please sign to agree to receive squad information via email _________________________________) 

DANCER, TELL ME BRIEFLY WHY YOU’D LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR OUR COMPETITION SQUADS… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL DANCERS AND THEIR PARENTS MUST UNDERSTAND AND SIGN THIS AGREEMENT: 

Please initial each bullet point. 

• Dancers are expected to have very high record of attendance at their dance classes and competition training. 

I expect a certain degree of responsibility to be taken whereby dancers mustn’t just ‘not turn up for class’. 

Holidays should be recorded in advance and dancers should ask for permission for time off. High rate of 

absence could result in losing your place on the squad. 

• Competition squad members are expected to attend M-Pulsive events throughout the year across the 

area. Competitions should be seen as an extension to their experience here in the Borders as opposed to 

being a substitute for local events. 

• Positive attitude and team spirit are a MUST. We must learn to work as a team in training, never leave 

anyone out when socialising at events and be gracious in competition. I expect dancers to be learning from 

watching other dance schools and never to be negative towards other winners/teams. Parents likewise ;-) 

• Competition dancers are expected to own full M-Pulsive uniform as well as team jackets and t-shirts. 

Dancers should always be immaculately turned out when representing the school at events. This includes 

hair done and full make up where required. 

• My ethos in the school is provide opportunity for those who’d like to dance more however it must be 

understood that with constraints on time and resources teams need to go through a selection process and I 

cannot guarantee a position on a team for everyone.  

• Competitions and events will be chosen by Michelle based on what she believes is best for the school as a 

whole. Michelle reserves the right to pull out of any competition or event for any reason. 

 

AGREED AND SIGNED: (dancer)_______________________________  (parent)___________________________ 
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PRE-APPLICATION MEETING  SAT 9TH JUNE, 12.30 

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS MON 17TH JULY 

AUDITION DATES MON 20TH AUG, TUES 21ST AUG (after applications are in you will be sent your 

audition times) 

FULL SQUAD SELECTION MON 27TH AUG 

FULL SQUAD MEETING SAT 1ST SEPT, 12.30-1.30PM (compulsory for all kids selected AND their parents) 

FULL SQUAD TRAINING 8TH-29TH SEPT (TIMES TBA) 

SQUADS CREATED 5TH OCTOBER 2018 

 

FROM AFTER OCTOBER HOLIDAY SQUADS WILL BE SPLIT AND WILL START THEIR  

CHOREOGRAPHY SESSIONS FOR COMPETITIONS IN JANUARY, MARCH 

AND APRIL (IN THEORY, NO DATES SET AS YET) 

 

TRAINING WILL RUN  

Pre-season: 8TH-29TH SEPT 

Choreography 1: 20TH OCT-8TH DEC 

Choreography 2: 5TH JAN-30TH MARCH (NONE ON 9TH FEB) 

Final Fling: 20TH APRIL-4TH MAY 

 

27 SESSIONS IN TOTAL  

£15/MONTH (payable 8th of each month sept-may) 

I have not included comp fees in this this year to give me more scope. Chosen comps will be invoiced separately. You 

should budget about £100 for 3 comps assuming one high level and a couple low level. 

 

Your fee for competition squad is higher than recreational classes. This is to account for the guest teachers, smaller 

class sizes, more preparation/choreographic time spent on them and coaching out of hours. 

 

OTHER COSTS: 

SPECTATOR TICKETS AT EACH EVENT (COST VARIES) 

TRANSPORT 

COSTUME ITEMS, FOOTWEAR, TIGHTS, UNDERWEAR ETC 

SQUAD JACKET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PRE-APPLICATION INFORMATION 2018 
 

WHAT DOES COMPETITION SQUAD OFFER? 

 

The opportunity to push yourselves further. Experience dance events outside of the school. Be part of a close knit 

team and learn to work and pull together through victory and defeat. 

 

WHY APPLY FOR SQUAD? 

 

If you’re looking for more dance, the opportunity to really dedicate your time to learning, pushing yourselves and 

experiencing the highs and lows of the competitive arena. You’ll see a huge amount of high quality dance and be 

part of exciting events. 

 

HOW I SELECT THE TEAM? 

 

Firstly, teams need to go through a selection process so I can assure that I have a committed group of dancers who 

will stick together, work hard and show dedication for the full competition year. After setting a choreography we 

don’t want to have to adjust stuff based on drop outs etc. 

Selection will be slightly different this year. We are now in our third year of competitions and I as coach am learning 

as I go as well as you guys. I’m just learning about different stuff! 

 

M-Pulsive is an inclusive school and it is important for everyone to remember that. I will NOT be auditioning purely 

based on what you CAN do but I will be looking for potential based on both your audition and classwork. My decision 

on placement is final and should not be questioned under any circumstances. I will happily give feedback but would 

appreciate if my decisions are accepted by all. I am a coach not a dictator and so I know what I expect from someone 

with training. I’m human so often I’m right, sometimes I’m wrong but I’ll always treat a child in a positive light. 

 

DEDICATION, ABILITY, and DETERMINATION will be considered. 

(age also needs to be a factor as competitions are  age based, with this in mind)  

 

Here’s the disclaimer… I cannot decide on age categories until I know who’s applying. I also need to select dancers 

based on what’s best for the school and the teams in general. This may result in older dancers not being re-placed, it 

may result in there being no space for younger dancers. I cannot tell until I have all applications in and I see what’s 

on offer in auditions. 

 

Some older dancers may need to understand that they’ve had their shot but that the next level of competition just 

isn’t right for them. Again, I’ll always make a decision based on what I believe is right and what I am most 

comfortable with. I don’t want anyone to be in a situation out of their depth. 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF MEMBERS 

 

Members of squad must take at least one recreation class alongside competition and older dancers will be expected 

to take two. They will compete in various styles so taking more than one class is preferable. They are expected to be 

committed, friendly and full of team spirit. Determination to succeed and not give up is also important. 

 

Competitive dancers are expected to have very high attendance record and think very carefully about reasons for 

asking for permission to be excused from competition training. If you’d rather socialise on a Saturday afternoon then 

comp squad isn’t for you. 

 

Finally they are expected to look out for one another and really get stuck into the team community. Dancers who gel 

together, perform well together- FACT 

 

 

 

 

 



THE SELECTION PROCESS… 

 

1. APPLICATION FORMS SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 18th JULY (no late applications will be considered) 

2. AUDITIONS ARE ON MON 20th and TUES 21st AUG. These are not optional, all prospective members must 

attend. Times will be issued once applications are in. 

3. After audition classes, dancers may be invited to be on the Competition Squad. There will be no separate 

squads at this stage, no one will have a squad name. You will be informed on Monday 27th Aug 

 

ON Sat 1st Sept there will be a compulsory meeting for all successful dancers AND their parents. 

 

SATUREDAY 8th AUG Pre-Season training begins… 

 

During pre-season training I will be doing tech classes, having guest tutors in and generally testing abilities to 

improve on stuff and watching the work ethic and dedication unfold. After this four week block I will divide the 

squads into whichever variation I see best. At the moment I visualise U10, U12 and U14. But that may change. I need 

to look into what comps are available next year and see what rules they have on age groups etc and also look at who 

works well with who, who complement each other when they dance and various other coachy things! 

 

From after Oct hols they’ll start choreographic classes, preparing their first piece which I aim to compete in January. 

 

WE WILL COMPETE at 2 or 3 events between January and June 2019. At June we will again dismantle the current 

teams and re-audition. This is so that each member stays fully committed, they don’t feel like they need to stay into 

another year and we can allow others the opportunity to tryout. 

 

The competitions that we attend differ annually and Michelle reserves the right to choose events that she feels sit 

well with our school ethos and  

 

EXTRA NOTES: 

 

Holidays Planned? Let me know well in advance 

Other time off? Ask for permission 

 

Respect the professional judgement of myself and any coach you encounter this year. My decision for ALL matters 

regarding comp squad will always be made in a fair, professional manner. I will never favour any particular dancer 

and will take every question, query or decision I need to make as a unique case in order to reach a fair conclusion 

which sits in line with my business and the ethos of the team. 
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SESSION 2018-19 

AUDITION CLASS: MON 20TH & TUES 21st AUG  
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DANCER, TELL ME BRIEFLY WHY YOU’D LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR OUR COMPETITION SQUADS… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL DANCERS AND THEIR PARENTS MUST UNDERSTAND AND SIGN THIS AGREEMENT: 

Please initial each bullet point. 

• Dancers are expected to have very high record of attendance at their dance classes and competition training. 

I expect a certain degree of responsibility to be taken whereby dancers mustn’t just ‘not turn up for class’. 

Holidays should be recorded in advance and dancers should ask for permission for time off. High rate of 

absence could result in losing your place on the squad. 

• Competition squad members are expected to attend M-Pulsive events throughout the year across the 

area. Competitions should be seen as an extension to their experience here in the Borders as opposed to 

being a substitute for local events. 

• Positive attitude and team spirit are a MUST. We must learn to work as a team in training, never leave 

anyone out when socialising at events and be gracious in competition. I expect dancers to be learning from 

watching other dance schools and never to be negative towards other winners/teams. Parents likewise ;-) 

• Competition dancers are expected to own full M-Pulsive uniform as well as team jackets and t-shirts. 

Dancers should always be immaculately turned out when representing the school at events. This includes 

hair done and full make up where required. 

• My ethos in the school is provide opportunity for those who’d like to dance more however it must be 

understood that with constraints on time and resources teams need to go through a selection process and I 

cannot guarantee a position on a team for everyone.  

• Competitions and events will be chosen by Michelle based on what she believes is best for the school as a 

whole. Michelle reserves the right to pull out of any competition or event for any reason. 

 

AGREED AND SIGNED: (dancer)_______________________________  (parent)___________________________ 
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team and learn to work and pull together through victory and defeat. 

 

WHY APPLY FOR SQUAD? 

 

If you’re looking for more dance, the opportunity to really dedicate your time to learning, pushing yourselves and 

experiencing the highs and lows of the competitive arena. You’ll see a huge amount of high quality dance and be 

part of exciting events. 

 

HOW I SELECT THE TEAM? 

 

Firstly, teams need to go through a selection process so I can assure that I have a committed group of dancers who 

will stick together, work hard and show dedication for the full competition year. After setting a choreography we 

don’t want to have to adjust stuff based on drop outs etc. 

Selection will be slightly different this year. We are now in our third year of competitions and I as coach am learning 

as I go as well as you guys. I’m just learning about different stuff! 

 

M-Pulsive is an inclusive school and it is important for everyone to remember that. I will NOT be auditioning purely 

based on what you CAN do but I will be looking for potential based on both your audition and classwork. My decision 

on placement is final and should not be questioned under any circumstances. I will happily give feedback but would 

appreciate if my decisions are accepted by all. I am a coach not a dictator and so I know what I expect from someone 

with training. I’m human so often I’m right, sometimes I’m wrong but I’ll always treat a child in a positive light. 

 

DEDICATION, ABILITY, and DETERMINATION will be considered. 

(age also needs to be a factor as competitions are  age based, with this in mind)  

 

Here’s the disclaimer… I cannot decide on age categories until I know who’s applying. I also need to select dancers 

based on what’s best for the school and the teams in general. This may result in older dancers not being re-placed, it 

may result in there being no space for younger dancers. I cannot tell until I have all applications in and I see what’s 

on offer in auditions. 

 

Some older dancers may need to understand that they’ve had their shot but that the next level of competition just 

isn’t right for them. Again, I’ll always make a decision based on what I believe is right and what I am most 

comfortable with. I don’t want anyone to be in a situation out of their depth. 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF MEMBERS 

 

Members of squad must take at least one recreation class alongside competition and older dancers will be expected 

to take two. They will compete in various styles so taking more than one class is preferable. They are expected to be 

committed, friendly and full of team spirit. Determination to succeed and not give up is also important. 

 

Competitive dancers are expected to have very high attendance record and think very carefully about reasons for 

asking for permission to be excused from competition training. If you’d rather socialise on a Saturday afternoon then 

comp squad isn’t for you. 

 

Finally they are expected to look out for one another and really get stuck into the team community. Dancers who gel 

together, perform well together- FACT 

 

 

 

 

 



THE SELECTION PROCESS… 

 

1. APPLICATION FORMS SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 18th JULY (no late applications will be considered) 

2. AUDITIONS ARE ON MON 20th and TUES 21st AUG. These are not optional, all prospective members must 

attend. Times will be issued once applications are in. 

3. After audition classes, dancers may be invited to be on the Competition Squad. There will be no separate 

squads at this stage, no one will have a squad name. You will be informed on Monday 27th Aug 

 

ON Sat 1st Sept there will be a compulsory meeting for all successful dancers AND their parents. 

 

SATUREDAY 8th AUG Pre-Season training begins… 

 

During pre-season training I will be doing tech classes, having guest tutors in and generally testing abilities to 

improve on stuff and watching the work ethic and dedication unfold. After this four week block I will divide the 

squads into whichever variation I see best. At the moment I visualise U10, U12 and U14. But that may change. I need 

to look into what comps are available next year and see what rules they have on age groups etc and also look at who 

works well with who, who complement each other when they dance and various other coachy things! 

 

From after Oct hols they’ll start choreographic classes, preparing their first piece which I aim to compete in January. 

 

WE WILL COMPETE at 2 or 3 events between January and June 2019. At June we will again dismantle the current 

teams and re-audition. This is so that each member stays fully committed, they don’t feel like they need to stay into 

another year and we can allow others the opportunity to tryout. 

 

The competitions that we attend differ annually and Michelle reserves the right to choose events that she feels sit 

well with our school ethos and  

 

EXTRA NOTES: 

 

Holidays Planned? Let me know well in advance 

Other time off? Ask for permission 

 

Respect the professional judgement of myself and any coach you encounter this year. My decision for ALL matters 

regarding comp squad will always be made in a fair, professional manner. I will never favour any particular dancer 

and will take every question, query or decision I need to make as a unique case in order to reach a fair conclusion 

which sits in line with my business and the ethos of the team. 


